ABOUT US

Hub Project Italia was born as a meeting point between energy needs and the most performing technological responses in the sector.

The objective is to generate virtuous, scalable and replicable models, starting from the development of Energy Communities up to Virtual Power Plants.

Diffusion of technologies for the production of clean energy, creation of VPPs with energy exchange, to transform the neighborhoods of our cities into mini circular economies.

CONTACTS:
Tel.: +39 342 546 6556
info@hubprojectitalia.eu

OUR SERVICES

Hub Green Project is our innovative project for a platform serving CERs.

Fintech functions merge with blockchain technology to facilitate the creation of new energy communities and self-consumption groups through intelligent management of self-produced energy with renewable source systems.

Let's implement the energy transition with finance dedicated to investments that generate environmental benefits.

- Management of GSE incentives
- Tax bonuses for building redevelopment
- new sustainable approaches to plant retrofitting
- electrification of urban thermal loads

www.hubprojectitalia.com